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This highly anticipated series promises to take readers on a thrilling and emotional journey, exploring themes of love, loss, and the ultimate power of self-discovery.

Chasing Time (Adrielle Maddox) follows the story of seventeen-year-old Adrielle, who discovers a mysterious device that can manipulate time. Together with her sister Coco and their group of friends, they become "Time-chasers." Adrielle must navigate the dangers and complexities of time travel while battling personal demons and uncovering shocking secrets. Adrielle faces adversity with grit, intelligence and courage. She learns to save the world time travel must end. Chasing Time proves, “no one changes the world by fitting in.”

With a compelling plot, well-developed characters, and vivid world-building, Chasing Time (Adrielle Maddox) is poised to be a hit with young adult readers who enjoy immersive and engaging storytelling. Wakefield's writing is both accessible and sophisticated, making it a great choice for readers of all ages. "I'm thrilled to share Chasing Time (Adrielle Maddox) with readers," said Wakefield. "This series has been a labor of love for me, and I can't wait for people to experience the world and characters that I've created. I hope readers will be as captivated by Adrielle's story as I was when I was writing it."

About Montana Wakefield: Montana Wakefield is a young adult author based in Florida. Her writing explores themes of love, loss, and self-discovery, often through the lens of science fiction and fantasy. When she's not writing, Wakefield enjoys reading, watching movies, and spending time with her dog, Scarlatti. Chasing Time (Adrielle Maddox) is her debut series and is available for purchase on Amazon.com and in other fine book retailers nationwide. The second book in the series, Chasing Memories, will be available this summer.

Meet Montana at the ALA 2023, booth 2055, and at the “Meet the author” autographing station 4 on Saturday June 24 12-12:50 session, and on Sunday June 25 at 10-10:50.
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